
Find your way  
to join the community:

Citizens
Join community MetaDecidim
– Join community meetings
– Contribute to feature specifications
– Discuss and decide over the platform
– Meet other people
– Extend democracy to your local community

Developers and Researchers
Contribute code to GitHub
– Join research teams
– Write documentation
– Join our technology committee
– Install, configure and enjoy decicim
– Hack collaboratively

Institutions
Deliver the best democratic experience
– Improve your democratic quality
– Make your institution smarter
– Open your governance
– Let your members/citizens self-organise
– Be cool

decidim.org 

Co-produce  
strategic planning

Run participatory 
budgeting

Construct multitudinous 
deliberation processes

Enact distributed 
decision-making

Democracy never felt so real.

Free Open-Source 
participatory 
democracy  
for cities  
and organizations 



What is Decidim?

Decidim is more than a digital 
platform, it is a Free/Open  
project and infrastructure  
for participatory democracy.

Decidim involves code, 
documentation, design, training 
courses, legal frameworks, 
innovative practices, collaborative 
interfaces, development,  
user and facilitation communities,  
and a common vision.

Decidim helps society self-organize 
democratically at every scale:  
it enables citizens, organizations  
and public institutions (in districts, 
cities, regions, and beyond)  
to co-produce strategic planning,  
run participatory budgeting, 
construct multitudinous deliberation 
processes and enact distributed 
decision-making.

Configure participatory processes easily
Do you want to make a strategic plan? Or maybe 
to discuss new norms? Or perhaps have a debate 
around a new square or public building so that 
the common good is advanced? Decidim has an 
easy to use participatory process configurator 
that helps you structure and deploy almost any 
kind of democratic process.

Modular, scalable, configurable:  
collaborate and upgrade
Decidim is not only a platform but actually a 
framework for participation, its architecture 
is modular and contributions from different 
institutions are easy to integrate, the framework 
is designed to scale efficiently and upgrades are 
immediate and automatic. You install it once, you 
benefit from future improvements. 

The use and development of Decidim involves the 
acceptance of the code for democratic guarantees 
and open collaboration (Social Contract).

Online and offline integration
We are not only a digital platform, we’re an 
application for people from all ages and origins. 
Decidim is designed to help solving the digital 
divide and to create new forms of multi-layered, 
augmented participation. The platform includes 
call for meeting, minutes, comments, etc.

Propose, meet, deliberate, decide, monitor: 
join democracy
Decidim makes possible for thousands of people 
to organize democratically by making proposals, 
joining public meetings, creating deliberative 
discussion, deciding through different forms of 
voting, and monitoring the implementation of 
these decisions.

Participatory budgeting for real
Citizens will be able to directly decide how to 
spend funds from a public budget. You can open 
calls for proposals, discuss and set up priorities 
with citizens or members of the organization, 
estimate the price of the projects and open them 
to voting, and monitor the results.

decidim.org


